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Given a group-invariant quasi-free state on the algebra of canonical commutation
relations !CCR", we show how group averaging techniques can be used to obtain a
symmetry-reduced CCR algebra and reduced quasi-free state. When the group is
compact, this method of symmetry reduction leads to standard results which can be
obtained using other methods. When the group is noncompact, the group averaging
prescription relies on technically favorable conditions which we delineate. As an
example, we consider symmetry reduction of the usual vacuum state for a Klein–
Gordon field on Minkowski spacetime by a noncompact subgroup of the Poincaré
group consisting of a 1-parameter family of boosts, a 1-parameter family of spatial
translations and a set of discrete translations. We show that the symmetry-reduced
CCR algebra and vacuum state correspond to that used by each of Berger, Husain,
and Pierri for the polarized Gowdy T3 quantum gravity model. © 2009 American
Institute of Physics. #DOI: 10.1063/1.3131678$

I. INTRODUCTION

Given a classical field theory on a manifold M, if the field equations are invariant under a Lie
group G, then the equations admit a canonical symmetry reduction to a system of equations for
fields on M / G defining G-invariant solutions of the original field equations.1,2 Other G-invariant
structures associated with the field theory !e.g., Lagrangians and conserved currents" will, under
favorable conditions, drop to define corresponding structures for the reduced theory on M / G.3–5
For nonlinear classical field theories, symmetry reduction is often the most effective method for
obtaining explicit solutions to the field equations and for further analyzing the structure of the field
theory. While the theory of symmetry reduction in classical field theories is quite well understood,
in quantum field theory it appears that the general theory of symmetry reduction is not nearly so
well developed. Nonetheless, quantum models based on symmetry reduction !usually performed at
the classical level" are common in the literature—particularly literature related to quantum gravity
!see, for example, Ref. 6".
Motivated by loop quantum gravity models based on various approaches to quantum symmetry reduction, Engle7 gave a careful analysis of the axisymmetry reduction in the free Klein–
Gordon quantum field theory. Using canonical quantization methods, he considered three distinct
ways of defining the symmetry-reduced quantum theory and he exposed the relative merits of
each. He showed that one of these definitions is preferred in the sense that it leads to a complete
commutation of the processes of symmetry reduction and canonical quantization as well as possessing other desirable physical features.
Here we examine symmetry reduction of quantum field theories from the algebraic point of
view. We focus on reduction of the bosonic canonical commutation relations !CCR" algebra and
the reduction of quasi-free states thereon. The CCR algebra is determined by a vector space S and
a symplectic form !, which can be viewed as representing the phase space of solutions to a set of
linear field equations. The quasi-free states are determined by a scalar product " on S which
bounds !. Suppose G is a Lie group acting on S preserving !. Then G defines a group of
a"
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automorphisms of the CCR algebra. We say that a quasi-free state is G-invariant if " is also
G-invariant. In this case, one expects ! and " to somehow induce a reduced symplectic form and
a reduced scalar product on the G-invariant elements of S and hence define a reduced CCR
algebra and a reduced quasi-free state. The principal goal of this paper is to spell out this reduction
process in some detail.
To perform the symmetry reduction we use group averaging techniques borrowed from work
on constrained quantization and quantum Marsden–Weinstein reduction.8,9 Using group averaging,
we give a prescription for symmetry reduction of CCR algebras and their quasi-free states. For
reduction by compact groups, this prescription always works and gives standard results. In particular, in the case of the axisymmetry reduction in the Klein–Gordon field, the reduced CCR
algebra and reduced vacuum state coincide with that of the usual canonical quantization of the
symmetry-reduced classical field theory !as given, e.g., in Ref. 7". For noncompact groups, the
success of the prescription depends on a number of technical issues which we delineate. These
issues largely stem from the fact that, when the symmetry reduction group is noncompact, the
group-invariant solutions to the field equations are generally not elements of the space of solutions
of the field equations one uses to define ! and ". As an example, we consider a reduction of the
massless Klein–Gordon field on Minkowski space by a noncompact subgroup of the Poincaré
group consisting of a 1-parameter family of boosts, a 1-parameter family of spatial translations
and a set of discrete spatial translations. We show that, with an appropriate choice for S, the
reduction of the CCR algebra and the vacuum state leads to the algebra and state introduced
!apparently independently" by each of Berger, Husain, and Pierri !BHP" in their quantization of the
polarized Gowdy T3 model in general relativity.10–12 This result illuminates the fact that dynamical
evolution is not unitarily implemented in the Fock representation associated with the BHP vacuum
state.13,14
II. QUASI-FREE STATES ON THE CCR ALGEBRA

Quasi-free states are defined on the algebra of CCR, a C! algebra which can be defined as
follows. Fix a symplectic vector space !S , !", where S is a real vector space and ! : S # S → R is
a symplectic form !possibly degenerate" on S. Typically !S , !" represents the phase space of
solutions to some linear field equations. The CCR algebra, denoted A!S , !", is generated by
elements denoted by W!$", $ ! S, which satisfy
W!$"! = W!− $",

%

W!$1"W!$2" = exp

&

i
!!$1, $2" W!$1 + $2"
2

!2.1"

and is completed in a C! norm, determined as follows !see Ref. 15 and references therein". If ! is
nondegenerate, the C! norm is unique, in which case A!S , !" is the Weyl algebra. If ! is
degenerate, one may introduce the “minimal regular norm” to define A!S , !".
To define a quasi-free state on the CCR algebra, we choose an inner product " : S # S → R on
S satisfying for all $1 , $2 ! S
1
2 '!!$1, $2"'

% "!$1, $1"1/2"!$2, $2"1/2 .

!2.2"

Quasi-free states &" : A → C are in one to one correspondence with such inner products via !see
Ref. 15 and references therein"

&"!W!$"" = exp(− 21 "!$, $") .

!2.3"

The requirement !2.2" implies that ! extends to a !possibly degenerate" symplectic form on
the real Hilbert space S", the completion of S with respect to the norm defined by ". There exists
a bounded, skew-adjoint operator A such that
1
2 !!$1, $2"

= "!$1,A$2",

$ 1, $ 2 ! S " .

!2.4"
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III. SYMMETRY REDUCTION BY GROUP AVERAGING

In this section we shall see that reduction of the CCR and quasi-free states by group averaging
always works for compact G. For noncompact, unimodular G the success of the group averaging
prescription largely depends on the choice of S.
We begin with a smooth, faithful group action ' : G # S → S, where G is a finite-dimensional
Lie group. We assume that the group action preserves the symplectic form and the inner product,
!!'g · $1,'g · $2" = !!$1, $2",

"!'g · $1,'g · $2" = "!$1, $2",

!3.1"

∀ g ! G,

$1, $2 ! S.

!3.2"

Thus G acts symplectically and orthogonally on !S , ! , "" and defines a group of !-automorphisms
of A!S , !".15 We remark that the G-invariance of ! and nondegeneracy of " imply that the
bounded operators 'g and A commute,
#A,'g$ = 0,

∀ g ! G.

!3.3"

This follows from
!!'g · $1,'g · $2" = 2"!$1,'†gA'g$2"

!3.4"

"!$1,A$2 − '†gA'g$2" = 0,

!3.5"

and !3.1", which imply
∀ $ 1, $ 2 ,

hence
!3.6"

A'g = 'gA.

We formally define averaged bilinear forms via integration with respect to a fixed Haar
measure dg,
! G! $ 1, $ 2" =

*

G

dg!!$1,'g · $2",

" G! $ 1, $ 2" =

*

G

dg"!$1,'g · $2".

!3.7"

The integrands are continuous functions of g ! G. For compact G, these functions are bounded and
the integrals exist for all $1 , $2 ! S. For noncompact G, we must assume that S has been chosen
such that the integrals exist for all $1 , $2 ! S.
If the measure is bi-invariant, i.e., G is unimodular, then the averaged bilinear forms !G and
"G inherit the algebraic symmetries of ! and ", respectively. For example,

" G! $ 2, $ 1" =

=

dg"!$2,'g · $1"

!3.8"

dg"!'g · $1, $2"

!3.9"

*

dg"!$1,'g−1$2"

!3.10"

*

dg−1"!$1,'g$2"

!3.11"

G

=

G

*

G

=

*

G
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=

*

G

dg"!$1,'g$2"

= "G!$1, $2",

!3.12"

!3.13"

where we used the fact that dg−1 = dg for a bi-invariant measure. A similar computation establishes
the skew symmetry of !G. All compact Lie groups are unimodular. In the noncompact case, we
henceforth restrict to unimodular groups. !It should be possible to generalize our considerations to
certain nonunimodular groups, but subtleties arise related to the principle of symmetric criticality
!Refs. 3–5" so we leave that investigation for future work."
The bi-invariance of the measure dg also implies that, for any h ! G,

"G!$1,'h · $2" = "G!$1, $2",

!G!$1,'h · $2" = !G!$1, $2".

!3.14"

dg!!$1,'g'h · $2"

!3.15"

For example,
!G!$1,'h · $2" =

=

*

*

G

G

dg!!$1,'gh · $2"

!3.16"

d!gh"!!$1,'gh · $2"

!3.17"

G

=

*

=!G!$1, $2",

!3.18"

with a similar computation for "G. Hence the bilinear forms are degenerate: there exist null
vectors given by

$ = !'h − 1"(

!3.19"

for any h ! G and ( ! S. Denote the null spaces of "G and !G by N" and N!, respectively. For
the group averaging prescription to work, we require that
N" ! N! ,

!3.20"

S" = Ŝ" " Ŝ"# .

!3.21"

ˆ , on Ŝ = S / N .
ˆ and !
so that "G and !G define reduced bilinear forms, respectively, "
"
For compact G, !3.20" is always satisfied and, with the Haar measure normalized to unity, the
reduced bilinear forms are precisely the restriction of ! and " to the set Ŝ ! S of G-invariant
fields !these fields appear in S as the trivial representation of G", where $̂ ! Ŝ satisfies 'g$̂ = $̂,
∀g ! G. To prove this, it is convenient to work on the completion, S", of S with respect to the
norm defined by ". We have the orthogonal decomposition

"G extends to a bounded bilinear form on S" whence there exists a ( ! S" such that
"G!$1, $2" = "!$1, (".

!3.22"

From !3.14", it follows that ( is G-invariant, whence
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"G!$1, $2" = "G!$̂1, $2"

!3.23"

and

" G! $ 1, $ 2" =

=

*

G

*

G

dg"!'g−1$̂1, $2"

dg"!$̂1, $2"

= "!$̂1, $̂2",

!3.24"

!3.25"

!3.26"

where $̂1 , $̂2 are the components of $1 , $2 along Ŝ". Evidently, on S" the null space of "G is
precisely Ŝ"#. On the quotient Ŝ" = S" / Ŝ"#, the form "G is nondegenerate. Restricting to Ŝ ! Ŝ",
we obtain the reduced, positive-definite inner product on Ŝ

"ˆ !$̂1, $̂2" = "!$̂1, $̂2".

!3.27"

Similarly, on S" the null space of !G includes Ŝ"#, whence !on S" ! drops to define a !possibly
ˆ on Ŝ given by
degenerate" symplectic form !
ˆ !$̂ , $̂ " = !!$̂ , $̂ ".
!
1 2
1 2

!3.28"

From !2.2" we have
1 ˆ
2 '!!$̂1, $̂2"'

ˆ !$̂1, $̂1"1/2"
ˆ !$̂2, $̂2"1/2 ,
%"

!3.29"

ˆ ". We say that &
ˆ defines a quasi-free state &
ˆ on A!Ŝ , !
ˆ is the symmetry-reduced state
so that the "
ˆ
on the reduced algebra A!Ŝ , !".
For noncompact G, we cannot expect any elements of S !save the zero vector" to be
G-invariant !see Sec. V", and none of the results from the previous paragraph need hold a priori.
However, under favorable circumstances, a suitable choice of S can be found such that the group
ˆ and "
ˆ on Ŝ. If, in addition, "
ˆ ) 0 and
average converges, !3.20" holds, and we can define !
ˆ ".
satisfies !3.29", then the group averaging will define a reduced quasi-free state on A!Ŝ , !
Although it appears there is no guarantee that a suitable choice of S need exist in general, in Sec.
V we shall see how the prescription goes through in a nontrivial case.
Finally, we note that the bi-invariant measure dg is only unique up to rescaling by a positive
constant. Hence we actually obtain from the above prescription a 1-parameter family of reduced
ˆ and "
ˆ and hence a 1-parameter family of reduced CCR algebras and reduced quasi-free
forms !
states. However it is straightforward to check that all these algebras are isomorphic with the
isomorphisms identifying each of the corresponding quasi-free states.
IV. EXAMPLE: AXISYMMETRIC KLEIN–GORDON FIELD

Here we briefly consider the example studied by Engle,7 involving a compact symmetry
group. The symmetry-reduced bilinear forms correspond to the Fock representation of the CCR for
the symmetry-reduced classical theory, as given in Ref. 7.
Let !M , *" be 3 + 1 Minkowski spacetime with inertial coordinates
x+ = !t,x" " = !t,x,y,z",

!4.1"

* = − dt $ dt + dx $ dx + dy $ dy + dz $ dz.

!4.2"

and metric
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We define S to be the set of solutions to the Klein–Gordon equation,
!%− m2"$ = − $,tt + $,xx + $,yy + $,zz − m2$ = 0,

!4.3"

whose Cauchy data on t = const hyperplanes are smooth and rapidly decreasing at infinity !elements of Schwarz space". A more explicit representation of elements of S is given by

$!t,x" " =

* +
d 3k

R3

1
"
!a!k" "eik·x" −i&t + c.c.",
2&!2,"3

& = +k2 + m2 ,

!4.4"

where a!k" " is a smooth and rapidly decreasing complex-valued function on R3. The standard
Klein–Gordon symplectic form is given by
!!$1, $2" =

*+

. ! $ 2L n$ 1 − $ 1L n$ 2" =

-

*

R3

d3ki!a!1!k" "a2!k" " − a1!k" "a!2!k" "",

!4.5"

where n is the future pointing unit normal to the !arbitrary" spacelike hypersurface - with induced
metric ..
The symmetry group, G = S1, acts via rotations about the z axis,
'+ · $!t,x,y,z" = $!t,x cos + − y sin +,y cos + + x sin +,z".

!4.6"

As a subgroup of the Poincaré group, G clearly acts on S and preserves the symplectic form. The
set Ŝ ! S of G-invariant fields is easily seen to be obtained from the solutions / = /!t , r , z" to
1
− /,tt + !r/,r",r + /,zz − m2/ = 0
r

!4.7"

$̂!t,x,y,z" = /!t, +x2 + y 2,z"

!4.8"

on M / G = R # R+ # R via

along with the restriction to smooth solutions with rapidly decreasing Cauchy data. The groupinvariant fields can be expressed as

* * +
0

0

$̂!t,x" " =

d1

−0

0

1
(A!1,kz"J0!1r"ei!kzz−&t" + c.c.),
4,&

dkz

!4.9"

where J0 is the zeroth-order Bessel function,
r = +x2 + y 2,

& = +12 + kz2 + m2 ,

!4.10"

d2a!1 cos 2, 1 sin 2,kz".

!4.11"

and A!1 , kz" is related to a!kx , ky , kz" via
A!1,kz" =

1
+1
2,

*

2,

0

The usual Poincaré invariant Fock vacuum state is defined by

" ! $ 1, $ 2" =

*

1
d3k !a!1!k" "a2!k" " + a1!k" "a!2!k" "".
2

!4.12"

It is easily verified that " is G-invariant as it must be since G is a subgroup of the Poincaré group.
ˆ and "
ˆ can be computed
As described in Sec. III, the symmetry-reduced bilinear forms !
either by averaging over the group !with normalized measure" or by restricting ! and " to the
G-invariant fields !4.9". In either case we obtain
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ˆ !$̂ , $̂ " = 2,i
!
1 2

* *
0

0

−0

* *
0

"ˆ !$̂1, $̂2" = ,

0

d1

!4.13"

0

d1

0

dkz!A!1!1,kz"A2!1,kz" − A1!1,kz"A!2!1,kz"",

−0

dkz!A!1!1,kz"A2!1,kz" + A1!1,kz"A!2!1,kz"".

!4.14"

ˆ " and its associated
ˆ on A!Ŝ , !
It is straightforward to check that the quasi-free state defined by "
15
Gel’fand-Naimark-Segal !GNS" representation coincide with the usual quantization of the reˆ defines the symmetry-reduced
duced classical field theory as described, e.g., in Ref. 7, where "
Fock vacuum.
V. EXAMPLE: BHP VACUUM STATE

Here we consider reduction of the massless Klein–Gordon field by a noncompact, disconnected subgroup of the Poincaré group. Besides providing a nontrivial illustration of the prescription described in Sec. III, this example has a couple of novel features. First, it shows how
reduction by a disconnected group can allow one to drop the algebra and quasi-free states to that
of a field theory on a compactified manifold. Second, it shows that one may interpret a wellstudied state appearing in the quantum gravity “polarized Gowdy model” in terms of a reduction
of the usual Poincaré invariant Fock vacuum for a massless Klein–Gordon field in Minkowski
spacetime. This interpretation provides a simple argument for the lack of unitary implementability
of time evolution in the Fock quantization of the Gowdy model defined by this state.
We begin by describing the group action and characterizing the group-invariant fields. We
start with Minkowski spacetime as described in !4.1" and !4.2" Let M ! M be the globally hyperbolic region t 3 0, t2 − y 2 3 0, equipped with the metric !4.2" restricted to M. Consider the group
G = Z # R2 consisting of !i" translations in x by integral multiples of 2,, !ii" boosts along y, and
!iii" translations in z. It is easy to verify that this group acts on M. The manifold of orbits, M̂
= M / G, is defined by the identifications,
x , x + 2,,

tanh−1

-.

-.

y
y
, tanh−1
+ const,
t
t

z , z + const.

!5.1"

We have M̂ / R+ # S1. To see this, consider the diffeomorphism mapping !4 , 5 , * , 6" ! R+ # R3 to
!t , x , y , z" ! M defined by
t = 4 cosh *,

x = 5,

y = 4 sinh *,

z = 6.

!5.2"

In the !4 , 5 , * , 6" variables, the group action on M is defined by !n , + , 2" ! Z # R2,

5 → 5 + 2,n,

* → * + +,

6 → 6 + 2,

n ! Z,

+, 2 ! R,

!5.3"

whence the quotient space is R+ # S1. The flat metric on M is G-invariant and drops to a flat metric
*ˆ on M̂ given by

* = − d4 $ d4 + d5 $ d5 ,

!5.4"

where we identify 5 , 5 + 2,. G-invariant solutions $̂ of the massless Klein–Gordon equation
#!4.3" with m = 0$ are determined by functions ( = (!4 , 5" on M̂ satisfying
1
− (,44 − (,4 + (,55 = 0
4

!5.5"

$̂!t,x,y,z" = (!+t2 − y 2,x".

!5.6"

via
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The reduced field equation !5.5" on M̂ is precisely the wave equation satisfied by the scalar
field in the polarized Gowdy R # T3 spacetime metric by virtue of the symmetry-reduced vacuum
Einstein equations and an appropriate choice of gauge.10 The symmetry-reduced Einstein–Hilbert
Lagrangian determines a symplectic form on the space of smooth solutions to !5.5" and hence a
CCR algebra #see !5.24" and !5.25", below$. Two representations of this algebra, based on a pair
of algebraic vacuum states, have been studied in some detail in the literature.10–14,16 We shall
recover one of these states—the BHP state—via group averaging.
We define S as the set of solutions to the massless Klein–Gordon equation with compactly
supported Cauchy data in M. The G-invariant symplectic form ! is given by !4.5". The resulting
CCR algebra A!S , !" is the Weyl algebra of the massless Klein–Gordon field restricted to M. The
scalar product !4.12" defining the Poincaré invariant Fock vacuum state restricts to S to define a
G-invariant quasi-free state in A!S , !". There will be no G-invariant fields in S since fields of the
form !5.6" do not vanish as 'x" ' → 0. Nevertheless, G is unimodular and acts on S preserving ! and
", so we may attempt to reduce the CCR algebra and the quasi-free state using group averaging.
It will be convenient to view the bilinear forms " and !, defined in !4.5" and !4.12" for the set
of solutions of !4.4" !with m = 0", as real and imaginary parts of
B!$1, $2" = i

*

t=0

!
d3x!'!1'2,t − '1,t
'2",

!5.7"

where ' is the “positive frequency” part of $,

$!t,x" " =

* +
d 3k

'=

1
"
!a!k" "eik·x" −i&!k"t + c.c.",
2&!k"!2,"3

* +
d 3k

&!k" = +k2 ,

1
" ik" ·x" −i&!k"t ,
3 a!k"e
2&!k"!2,"

!5.8"

!5.9"

and
!!$1, $2" = − 2 Im#B!$1, $2"$,

"!$1, $2" = Re#B!$1, $2"$.

!5.10"

With g = !n , + , 2", we have
B!$1,'g$2" =

* * *
R3

d 3k

R3

d 3l

R3

d 3x

x

1
2!2,"3

+

1
a!!l""a2!k" " # #&!l" + &!k"cosh!+"
&!k"&!l" 1

z

− ky sinh!+"$e2,ik n+ik 2 # exp(i!kx − lx"x + i!kz − lz"z + iy#cosh!+"ky − sinh!+"&!k"
− ly$).
The x , y , z , lx , ly , lz integrals are easily performed; after some simplification, we have

B!$1,'g$2" = −

* +
R3

d 3k

1
dly!+" 2,ikxn+ikz2
a!1!kx,ly!+",kz"a2!k" "
e
,
&!k"&!k, +"
d+

!5.11"

where now we define
ly!+" = ky cosh!+" − &!k"sinh!+",

&!k, +" = +kx2 + ly!+"2 + kz2 .

!5.12"

The group average of B takes the form
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*

0

G

0
n=−0

dgB!$1,'g$2" = −

* * * +
0

0

d+

−0

d2

R3

−0

# a!1!kx,ly!+",kz"a2!k" "

d 3k

1
&!k"&!k, +"

dly!+" 2,ikxn+ikz2
e
.
d+

!5.13"

The group average can be evaluated as follows. The sum over n defines the periodic delta function: for a smooth, rapidly decreasing function f!u" we have

*

0

0

0

du

−0

0

e

2,inu

0

f!u" =

n=−0

f!n".

!5.14"

n=−0

The integral over 2 defines the ordinary delta function: for a smooth, rapidly decreasing function
f!u" we have
1
2,

* *
0

0

dveivu f!u" = f!0".

du

−0

!5.15"

−0

We then get

*

0

G

dgB!$1,'g$2" = 2,

0
n=−0

* *
0

0

dly

−0

dky

−0

a!1!n,ly,0" a2!n,ky,0"

+&!n,ly" +&!n,ky" ,

!5.16"

where now

&!n,ky" = +n2 + ky2 ,

!5.17"

&!n,ly" = +n2 + ly2 .

!5.18"

We thus have

*

dgB!$1,'g$2" =

dk

1
a!n,k,0",
!n + k2"1/4

G

0

0

n=−0

!
A1n
A2n ,

!5.19"

where we have defined
An =

+2,
i

*

0

−0

2

n = 0, 7 1, 7 2, . . . ,

!5.20"

which is a rapidly decreasing sequence of complex numbers.
The null spaces of "G and !G coincide and consist of the solutions of the massless Klein–
Gordon equation in which An = 0 for all n. Taking the quotient by the null space, we see that Ŝ
consists of the set of rapidly decreasing complex sequences, A = (An , n = 0 , 7 1 , 7 2 , . . .). Formula
!5.20" defines the projection , : S → Ŝ. On Ŝ the reduced bilinear forms are then
0

ˆ !A ,A " = i
!
1
2

0

!
!
!A1n
A2n − A1nA2n
",

!5.21"

1
!
!
"ˆ !A1,A2" = 0 !A1n
A2n + A1nA2n
".
2 n=−0

!5.22"

n=−0
0

ˆ 3 0. It is straightforward to check that "
ˆ
Both of the reduced forms are nondegenerate and "
ˆ and so defines a quasi-free state on A!Ŝ , !
ˆ ".
bounds !
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The bilinear forms !5.21" and !5.22" correspond with those used to define the phase space,
CCR algebra, and vacuum state in the BHP quantization of the polarized Gowdy T3 model.10–12 To
see this, we first recall the BHP CCR algebra and vacuum state.
The set of smooth solutions Q to the reduced field equation !5.5" on M̂ takes the form

(!4, 5" =

1

+4,

a0!1 − i ln 4" +

1

0

0

2+2 n=−0

anH0!'n'4"ein5 + c.c.,

!5.23"

n#0

where an n = 0 , 7 1 , 7 2 , . . . is a rapidly decreasing sequence of complex constants. The BHP CCR
algebra is defined by Q and the symplectic form
0

C!(1, (2" = i

0

n=−0

!
!
!a1n
a2n − a1na2n
".

!5.24"

The BHP vacuum state may be defined by the scalar product
0

D!(1, (2" =

1
0 !a! a2n + a1na2n! ",
2 n=−0 1n

!5.25"

although the restriction of D to the zero frequency sector !spanned by (a0 , a!0)" is essentially
arbitrary.
Let S0 ! S denote the set of massless Klein–Gordon fields that satisfy a!0 , ky , 0" = 0. Denote
by Ŝ0 ! Ŝ the image of S0 under the projection ,. Ŝ0 is the vector space of sequences A0 = (An),
n = 7 1 , 7 2 , . . .. In terms of fields on M and M̂ the projection, , : S0 → Ŝ0 is given by the group
average of the scalar field !see the Appendix",

,$!t,x" " =

*

G

dg'g$!t,x" " =

1

0

0

2+2 n=−0

!AnH0!'n'4"einx + A!nH!0!'n'4"e−inx",

!5.26"

n#0

where 4 = +t2 − y 2 and H0 is the zeroth-order Hankel function of the second kind. Indeed, with $
! S0 we have

*

G

dg'g$!t,x" " = 0 ⇔ A0 = 0.

!5.27"

Thus we can identify Ŝ0 with the vector space of solutions Q0 ! Q to the reduced field equations
with vanishing zero frequency modes via an = An and a0 = 0. With this identification in hand, it is
ˆ and "
ˆ to Ŝ0 is precisely the restriction to Q0 of
straightforward to verify that the restriction of !
the bilinear forms C and D used to define the BHP CCR algebra and vacuum state.
The group averages of elements of S do not in general exist as fields on M̂; the putative
projection to the zero frequency mode does not converge !see the Appendix". !The group average
of an element of S can, however, be interpreted as defining a G-invariant linear functional on S
and hence a linear functional on Ŝ." Thus, while Ŝ is isomorphic to Q, the isomorphism is not
determined in the zero mode sector. Writing Ŝ = Z " Ŝ0, where Z is the two-dimensional symplectic space of zero frequency solutions, the most general symplectic isomorphism from Ŝ to Q is
ˆ will differ from D only by the pull back
determined by the symplectic isomorphisms of Z. Thus "
of a symplectic transformation on Z.
To summarize, aside from zero mode ambiguities, the BHP vacuum state can be interpreted as
arising from: !i" construction of a subalgebra A!S , !" of the CCR algebra of the massless Klein–
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Gordon field by restricting the algebra to solutions with support in M; !ii" definition of a quasi-free
state & on A!S , !" by restriction of the Poincaré invariant vacuum state to A!S , !"; and !iii"
symmetry reduction of A!S , !" and & by the group G.
It is known that the GNS representation of the CCR algebra defined by the BHP vacuum state
does not allow for unitary implementation of time evolution 4 → 4 + const. It is now easy to see
why this would be the case: the BHP vacuum state comes from symmetry reduction of the
Poincaré invariant Klein–Gordon vacuum state, which defines a representation of the Klein–
Gordon CCR algebra designed to unitarily implement Poincaré transformations. Evolution in 4 is
not a Poincaré transformation and, from the results in Ref. 17, cannot be expected to be unitarily
implemented.
APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF „5.26…

Here we derive !5.26". The action of g = !n , + , 2" on a field $ ! S is
'g$!t,x,y,z" =

* +
d 3k

# eiy#k

1
x
z
x
z
" 2,ik neik 2eik x+ik z
3 !a!k"e
2&!k"!2,"

y cosh!+"−&!k"sinh!+"$ −it#&!k"cosh!+"−k y sinh!+"$

e

+ c.c.",

where &!k" = +kx2 + ky2 + kz2. The group average involves a sum over all n ! Z and integrals over
+ , 2 ! R. The sum over n leads to a periodic delta function in kx while the integral over 2 yields
a delta function in kz. We thus get

*

G

0

dg'g$!t,x,y,z" = 2,

0
n=−0

#e

* * +
0

0

dky

d+

−0

−0

1
!a!n,ky,0"einx
2&!ky,n"!2,"3

iy#ky cosh!+"−&!ky,n"sinh!+"$ −it#&!ky,n"cosh!+"−ky sinh!+"$

e

+ c.c.",

where now &!ky , n" = +n2 + ky2.
Using the coordinates !4 , 5 , * , 6" defined in !5.2" and changing variables + → + + *, we have

*

G

0

dg'g$!t,x,y,z" = 2,
#

0
n=−0

+

* *
0

0

d+

−0

dky

−0

1
y
y
!a!n,ky,0"ein5ei4#k sinh!+"−&!k ,n"cosh!+"$ + c.c.".
2&!k ,n"!2,"3
y

The n = 0 term in the above expression is given by

* * +
0

0

I=

dky

d+

−0

−0

1
y
y
!a!0,ky,0"ei4#k sinh!+"−'k 'cosh!+"$ + c.c.",
2'k '!2,"3
y

which does not converge for a!k" " in Schwarz space. Henceforth we restrict to elements of S which
satisfy a!0 , ky , 0" = 0 so that we may restrict to n # 0 in what follows.
Defining v by
cosh!v" =

&!ky,n"
,
'n'

sinh v = −

ky
,
'n'

and making the change in variables + → + + v, we have
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0

dg'g$ = 2,

0

n=−0

* * +
0

d+

dky

−0

1
!a!n,ky,0"ein5−i'n'4 cosh!+" + c.c.".
2&!k ,n"!2,"3
y

n#0

We recall the integral representation of the zeroth-order Hankel function of the second kind,

H!2"
0 !z" = −

1
,i

*

0

dse−iz cosh s .

−0

Thus we have

*

G

dg'g$ =

+,
2i

0

0

n=−0

* +
dk

1
!a!n,k,0"ein5H!2"
0 !'n'4" + c.c."
&!ky,n"

n#0

=

1

0

0

2+2 n=−0

!Anein5H0!'n'4" + c.c."

n#0

with An defined in !5.20".
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